
Evaluating a speech

Speech analysis
As you draft and deliver your speeches, you start developing a clarity 

about the basics of speech writing and delivering. Your mentors too help 

in sharpening your writing and delivery skills. After delivering 5-6 good 

speeches, you should be ready to evaluate others’ speeches. 

Why evaluate?
Your evaluation helps speaker to improve, identify strengths and flaws, 

feel motivated. 

Your evaluation helps you to: observe, listen, analyze, frame feedback, 

motivate others and learn to think on your feet. 

The most important thing to keep in mind is knowing the speech 

Objectives.  

- General purpose: Whether the speaker wants to inform, entertain, 

persuade or inspire. 

- Specific purpose: What does the speaker want the audience to 

do/think or feel? 

You already know that a speech has two components – Content and 

delivery. 

Content
At SpeakIndia, speakers get total freedom to express their ideas on any 

topic. Members are also free to use material that they feel appropriate 

and helpful to communicate their thought. Since, content is not governed 

by any standard mechanism, an evaluator can avoid evaluating the 

speech content. However, the relevance and appropriateness of the 

content can be covered as part of the evaluation. 

Delivery 
It’s an established fact that it’s not what you say but how you say that 

matters in creating the desired impact. As an evaluator you observe all 

the aspects of the delivery of a speech. The delivery skills primarily 

include voice variety, movements, gestures and overall stage presence of 

the speaker. 

Criticism can be helpful if it’s done with care and 

concern. 

- Roshan Suhail

OVERVIEW

Studying and analyzing other 

speakers is a critical skill, your 

ability to analyze a speech will not 

only accelerate your growth but 

also add value to other members. 

At SpeakIndia, speech evaluation 

is the core educational activity. 

In this chapter, you will learn how 

to study a speech and how to 

deliver an effective speech 

evaluation

You will also get familiar with the 

following evaluation terms 

commonly used at SpeakIndia: 

• OBC
• ASA
• ODDLE
• PPPPP
• ROTI

• When you are the evaluator. 
• When you are being 

evaluated. 
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The ASA Approach to evaluation:
An evaluation is not just criticizing a speech, it’s 

more about finding and adding value. Since, all of 

us wish to be appreciated for something or the 

other, an evaluation incorporates appreciation and 

motivation as positive strokes of encouragement. 

The ASA approach is a sandwich approach that 

wraps suggestion between the layers of 

appreciation like this. 

A : Appreciate

S : Suggest

A : Appreciate

As an evaluator, you begin by highlighting the good 

qualities and strengths of the speech and the 

speaker. However, your appreciation shouldn’t 

look vague or made up. If your appreciation looks 

vague or bland, it won’t encourage the speaker, 

therefore your remarks should be specific as to 

what did the speaker do effectively? What did you 

like in particular.                                  

The ASA approach can also be applied to 

evaluating any other role played by the 

members – for example – the role of MC, 

timer, sound recorder, evaluator or the 

language analyst. 

We usually have a General Observer who 

evaluates the entire event at the end. The 

General observer invariably follows the ASA 

approach while presenting his/her evaluation. 

Frameworks and associated acronyms

OODLES: Objectivity, Organization, Delivery 

skills, Effect and Style

ROTI – Return on the time invested.

PPPPP: Proper Preparation Prevents Poor 

Performance

OBC: Opening, Body & Closing
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Evaluating a leadership role
Besides speaking activities, members also participate 

in various leadership roles. They are expected to 

perform these leadership roles as per some 

performance standards and expectations. This is 

where your evaluation can help them improve their 

leadership skills.  

Besides covering the objective criteria, your 

effectiveness is also assessed on how encouraging and 

helpful you are while offering your evaluation. Try to 

highlight the strengths of the speaker in the best 

possible way while gently mentioning the flaws. The 

language you use has a deep impact on the speaker’s 

morale, therefore use positive and inspiring words 

that leave the speaker motivated and looking forward 

to delivering his/her next speech. 

When you are the evaluator
- Read the assignment and it’s objectives: You have 

the same manual as your fellow member. You just 

need to know which assignment he/she is 

presenting. Spend a few minutes on the 

assignment in understanding it. 

- Interact with the speaker/leader: Talk to the 

speaker/leader ahead of the event to understand 

the assignment and his/her specific challenges. Ask 

for the manual before the event begins, follow the 

evaluation page to write your  specific comments in 

the space provided 

- After the event, discuss your feedback with the 

member and encourage him/her to do better in 

future events. 

When you are being evaluated
- Discuss your speech objectives with your evaluator.

- Make sure that your evaluator has your manual as 

you give your speech.

- Share any specific concern/challenges that your 

evaluator can particularly help you with. 

- Listen to your evaluator.

- Be open to new ideas.

- Be ready to be surprised.

- Apply the newfound learning in you next 

assignment. 
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OODLES FrameworkEVALUATIONS

OBJECTIVITY

Purpose

Relevance

Quality & value

• Clarity of general and specific purpose. 

• Relevance of ideas in terms of achievement of purpose.

• Selection of ideas to support main points/sub-points.  

• How well the ideas highlighted the message? 

ORGANIZATION

Outline

Sequencing

Transitions

Elaboration

• The overall structure: Opening, body and closing.

• Arrangement of ideas. 

• Transitions: Moving from one idea to the next

• How effectively did the speaker catch the attention right from the 

beginning?

• How well the points and sub-points were elaborated? 

• How easy was the speech to understand and follow? 

• How was the closing? (The speaker summarized the points/challenged 

the audience/convinced or made a call for an action) 

DELIVERY SKILLS

Voice 

Body language

Stage presence

• Voice quality, voice volume, pitch, tone and rate of speaking

• Did the speaker use vocal variety to highlight different 

points/characters?

• Use of appropriate pauses. 

• Emotional feel of the voice. 

• Use of facial gestures, hand movements and eye contact 

• Movement on stage/stage presence/charisma

LANGUAGE

Appropriateness

Correctness

Words & phrases

• Choice of words and phrases. 

• Articulation of ideas: Simplicity Vs. Complexity

• Grammar

• Rhetorical devices used

• Use of vernacular/if any

EFFECT

Attention received

Rapport

Applause

• How attentive was the audience? 

• Was the speech enjoyable?

• Did the audience respond to the speakers instructions/requests? 

• How was the applause?

STYLE

Approach

Enthusiasm

Confidence

Technique used

• The overall approach: Entertaining/Inspiring/Helpful

• How excited was the speaker about his topic? 

• Speaker’s attitude towards the audience? 

• Use of props/slides/images

This table will help you articulate your evaluation around the specifics of speech making and offer a 

precise and helpful evaluation to the speaker. 

Since an evaluation too is presented as a speech, the effectiveness of your evaluation will be 

determined by how well you use the above contents along with your own delivery skills and style. 



EVALUATION OF YOUR EVALUATION RATING

p How objectively did the speaker analyze the speech? 5      4       3     2     1

Please comment_________________________________________________________________________

p How specific and valuable were the suggestions offered?                                               5      4       3     2 1

Please comment_________________________________________________________________________

p How positive and encouraging was his/her style & language?                                        5      4       3     2     1

Please comment________________________________________________________________________

p How well did the evaluator follow the ASA approach?                                                     5      4        3    2  1

Please comment_________________________________________________________________________

p How was the overall structure in terms of Opening, Body & Closing                             5      4       3     2 1

Please comment_________________________________________________________________________

p What did you like the most about the evaluation? 

p What could the evaluator have done differently to make the evaluation more effective?

_____________________________________
Name of the evaluator
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Your evaluation
Evaluating a speech

Your fellow member has just presented an evaluation of another fellow member’s speech. 
You can help him/her by sharing your evaluation on his/her evaluation. Your evaluation can 
help him understand his/her strengths and perform better at future events.  

Speech title______________________________________________________ Date ________________


